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Class on May 20th

✘ No presentation workshop
✘ Replaced with office hours for 1:1 chat with instructors

✘ “We can talk about your presentation 1:1, any other topic related to this 
class, life as a researcher in general, or if you feel comfortable, about life 
or anything you like!”

✘ If you want a slot, leave a comment on Campuswire by 11:59 tonight.
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Take-home Messages

✘ Ethical issues apply to all phases of research.
○ Know what they are, learn to properly address them.

✘ Ethical implications exist in all areas of computing research.
○ Know what they are, learn to properly address them.
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Plagiarism & Credit
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What is plagiarism?

✘ Wrongful appropriation and stealing and publication of another 
author’s “language, thoughts, ideas, or expressions” and the 
representation of them as one’s own original work. [Wikipedia]

✘ Serious academic dishonesty
✘ Self-plagiarism

○ Reusing your own published work in subsequent publications 
without citing the original source

○ Duplicate publication
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6https://twitter.com/meggyp97/status/948568948110516225



Copyright Infringement

✘ Check the license model and give appropriate credit to authors for any 
external material.

✘ Code
○ 54 LOC (out of 160 KLOC) of essential components may be sufficient 

to be considered a copyright violation. 
- American Court (Mertzel, 2008)

✘ Papers, images, videos, icons, fonts, slide templates, …

7http://crest.cs.ucl.ac.uk/cow/9/slides/cow9Rainer.pdf



What is citation?

✘ “Way you tell your readers that certain material in your work came from 
another source. ” [plagiarism.org]

✘ Why cite?
○ It’s the only way to use other people’s work without plagiarizing.
○ Helps readers understand and assess your work better.
○ Actually helps strengthen your work.

✘ When to cite?
○ Whenever you use quotes, paraphrase, or use someone’s idea or 

work.

8Largely drawn from https://www.plagiarism.org/article/what-is-citation



Who should/should not be authors on your paper?
ACM Criteria for Authorship

✘ Anyone listed as Author on an ACM manuscript submission must meet all the 
following criteria:
○ they have made substantial intellectual contributions to some 

components of the original work described in the manuscript
○ they have participated in drafting and/or revision of the manuscript
○ they are aware the manuscript has been submitted for publication
○ they agree to be held accountable for any issues relating to correctness or 

integrity of the work
✘ Other contributors may be acknowledged at the end of the paper, before the 

bibliography.
9Copied from https://www.acm.org/publications/policies/authorship



Example Acknowledgments

10From Weir et al.,  “Learnersourcing Subgoal Labels for How-to Videos”. CSCW 2015.



Thoughts on Authorship

✘ Have an explicit discussion, as early as possible.
✘ When in doubt, talk to your advisor.
✘ Just being your advisor doesn’t automatically make them an author of 

your paper.
✘ When it comes to borderline cases, I personally tend to err on the 

inclusive side.
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12http://phdcomics.com/comics.php?f=562



The Author List

✘ Depends on the discipline. Know the convention.
✘ In CS,

○ Theoretical CS (math)
■ Alphabetical, equal contributions from all authors

○ Most other areas
■ The order is significant: order of decreasing contribution
■ First author (often a student) thought of as someone who did bulk of 

the work, thus gets bulk of the credit.
■ Faculty/senior typically listed last

✘ It’s often vague that reference letters need to explicitly explain the level of 
contribution.
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Thoughts on Credit & Collaboration

✘ Don’t ever hide other’s contributions (e.g., getting a bit of [coding, study 
design, stats, writing, …] help from others). Give appropriate credit.

✘ Having more people involved does not necessarily undermine your own 
contribution.

✘ Don’t sacrifice the vision due to your limited skills and knowledge; 
find collaborators with whom you can achieve the vision together.

✘ Open peer discussion & collaboration is one of the most effective ways 
to improve your idea.
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What does “Original” research mean?

16https://naacl2019.org/calls/papers/



What about arXiv?

17https://www.ijcai19.org/submission-Q&A.html



Ethics in 
Dealing with Data
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“I Fooled Millions Into Thinking 
Chocolate Helps Weight Loss. Here's How.”

✘ Journalistic experiment for how (intentionally) terrible & 
meaningless science can fool millions

✘ Actually recruited people and ran a study
✘ Findings: 10% faster weight loss with chocolate! (w/ p-hacking)
✘ Submitted to 20 journals, acceptance within 24 hours

○ “outstanding manuscript,” and that for just 600 Euros it “could 
be accepted directly in our premier journal.”

19https://io9.gizmodo.com/i-fooled-millions-into-thinking-chocolate-helps-weight-1707251800
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Then the media responded

21https://io9.gizmodo.com/i-fooled-millions-into-thinking-chocolate-helps-weight-1707251800



What made it work?

✘ P-hacking, poor science
✘ Pay-to-publish journals
✘ Poor peer review system
✘ Lazy journalism
✘ Our craving for catchy new research findings on diet
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P-Hacking

✘ Fiddle with study design & data until you get p < 0.05
○ Repeating the experiment, adding/removing/editing data
○ 18 different measurements from 15 people

✘ Other dark patterns
○ Cherry-picking
○ Data manipulation
○ Other “honest” mistakes

✘ “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False”, Ioannidis, 2005, PLOS 
Medicine.

23https://www.nature.com/news/scientific-method-statistical-errors-1.14700
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“More than 70% of researchers have tried and failed 
to reproduce another scientist's experiments, and 
more than half have failed to reproduce their own 
experiments.”

25✘ https://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970



Ethics in Research 
with Human Subjects
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Mostly drawn from 
https://www.kixlab.org/courses/cs374-spring-

2018/classes/11-User-Testing/



Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment

✘ U.S. government studied the effects of 
untreated syphilis in African-American 
men in the rural South, under the guise 
of free health care

✘ Not informed they had syphilis

✘ Not treated even as proven, effective 
treatments like penicillin became 
available. 

✘ 6-month study è 40 years (1932-1972)
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National Archives Atlanta, GA (U.S. government)



Belmont Report: 
Ethical guidelines for human subject studies

✘ Respect for persons
○ voluntary participation & informed consent
○ protection of vulnerable populations (children, prisoners, people with 

disabilities, esp. cognitive)

✘ Beneficence
○ do no harm
○ risks vs. benefits: risks to subjects should be commensurate with benefits of 

the work to the subjects or society
✘ Justice

○ fair selection of subjects
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Institutional Review Board (IRB)

✘ Research with people is subject to scrutiny
○ Most research institutions have an IRB that approves research-

related user tests
○ KAIST has its own IRB. Review meetings held ~6 times a year.

✘ IRB oversight is confined to research
○ “Research” is work leading to generalizable knowledge
○ “Practice” (clinical medicine, product development, class projects) 

does not require IRB approval
○ But all work with human beings should follow the IRB ethical 

guidelines, even if it doesn’t need IRB paperwork
29



IRB Approval

✘ Human subjects training for all researchers
✘ Main report

○ Objective
○ Descriptions of the system being tested
○ Task environment & material
○ Participants (minor, disabilities)
○ Methodology (deception study)
○ Tasks (cognitive, physical, emotional overhead)
○ Test measures (personal info)

✘ Seems tedious but helps debug your study
30



Any ethical concerns in this study?
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Treat the user with respect

✘ Time
○ Don’t waste it

✘ Comfort
○ Make the user comfortable

✘ Informed consent
○ Inform the user as fully as possible

✘ Privacy
○ Preserve the user’s privacy

✘ Control
○ The user can stop at any time
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Ethics in Computing 
Research
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Facebook Emotion Study

“We show, via a massive (N = 689,003) experiment on Facebook, that 
emotional states can be transferred to others via emotional contagion, 
leading people to experience the same emotions without their awareness.”

Kramer et al., PNAS vol. 111 no. 24

✘ A week in 2012
✘ Modified News Feed to show more/less emotional posts
✘ Seeing more negative posts è more negative posts
✘ Seeing more positive posts è more positive posts
✘ Seeing less emotional posts è less emotional posts
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Cambridge Analytica
✘ As many as 87M users’ info was obtained, mined, sold, and used for 

the Trump campaign.

William Joel, the Verge, 2018.4.4.



Ethical Issues in 
Large-Scale Field Experiments

✘ Informed consent? “Buried” in Terms of Service?

✘ What does it mean to do large-scale user testing “in the wild”?

✘ What about other A/B tests?
○ Active learning vs Lecture
○ Predicting illness based on search query



Research Topics with Direct Ethical Implications

✘ algorithmic bias
✘ censorship
✘ privacy / security
✘ anonymity / harassment
✘ misinformation / fake news
✘ surveillance
✘ terms and conditions
✘ information inequity / accessibility
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“Programmer”

43Image from http://image-net.org/update-sep-17-2019.php



Implicit Racial Bias

44http://mashable.com/2015/07/01/google-photos-black-people-gorillas/#v3QwN6bx1uqX



Inadvertent Algorithmic Cruelty

✘ “Yes, my year looked like 
that. True enough. My 
year looked like the 
now-absent face of my 
little girl. It was still 
unkind to remind me so 
forcefully,”

45https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/dec/29/facebook-apologises-over-cruel-year-in-review-clips



Mitigating the Negative Impacts of Computing

✘ ACM’s Future of Computing Academy’s proposal
✘ “Peer reviewers should require that papers and proposals 

rigorously consider all reasonable broader impacts, both positive 
and negative.”

✘ Examples
○ Crowdsourcing: minimum wage
○ Blockchain: energy usage & corresponding carbon footprint
○ Lip reading technology: surveillance
○ Algorithmic decision making: fairness, accountability, 

transparency
46https://acm-fca.org/2018/03/29/negativeimpacts/



Neurips 2020 CFP

47https://nips.cc/Conferences/2020/CallForPapers



Take-home Messages

✘ Ethical issues apply to all phases of research.
○ Know what they are, learn to properly address them.

✘ Ethical implications exist in all areas of computing research.
○ Know what they are, learn to properly address them.
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Ethical Guidelines

✘ ACM Code of Ethics (https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics)
✘ IEEE Code of Ethics 

(https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html)
✘ APA’s Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct 

(https://www.apa.org/ethics/code/index.aspx) 
✘ National Society of Professional Engineers Code of Ethics 

(https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics)

https://www.acm.org/code-of-ethics
https://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html
https://www.apa.org/ethics/code/index.aspx
https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics

